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ONE WORKING CLASS

– ONE STRUGGLE

FOR A TRADE UNION UNITED FRONT

AGAINST JOB LOSSES, PRIVATISATION & AUSTERITY

2 EDITORIAL
FOR MASS WORKING CLASS STRUGGLE & A BOLD
SOCIALIST PROGRAMME TO BREAK WITH CAPITALISM

T

he announcement of major job losses at SA Airways on 11
November was a deliberate and calculated provocation. The
government provoked strike action to test the response of the
workers movement and ‘public opinion’ ahead of the assault on
the public sector and public sector workers being prepared to
satisfy imperialism’s watchdog, Moody’s. But the government
debt crisis is only one symptom of the profound crisis of
South African and world capitalism. The entire system is sick
(see p. 12-13). On the same day that SAA’s 944 job losses were
announced, ArcelorMittal declared plans to close its Saldanha
Bay plant with the loss of more than 2,000 jobs.

do is say we are waiting for socialism”. This suggests that the
Saftu leadership thinks the struggle for socialism is something
separate and apart from the class struggle which rages
day-in and day-out. This would be fatal for Saftu’s ability to
give leadership to the working class in this economic crisis.
Marxists fight for all reforms that benefit the working class.
But we oppose reformism – the idea that reforms can last
under capitalism and lead incrementally towards the socialist
transformation of society. The struggle must be fought with
the understanding that however successful our battles, any
gains will always be under threat as long as capitalism exists.

A crisis of such depth poses a stark choice for the workers
movement. Labour and capital are already fighting a guerrilla
struggle of growing intensity – strikes at CBI Electric, Spar
South Rand Distribution Centre and Joburg City’s Metrobus to
name just a few recent skirmishes. The class enemy’s tanks
are now beginning to roll. A further intensification of the class
struggle is posed. The bosses have been preparing. The 2018
LRA amendments were designed to cripple the right to strike.
The determined strike at SAA showed that workers will fight.
But simply repelling attacks is not enough.

The capitalist class is refusing to invest because of a chronic
lack of demand, especially in a country as impoverished as
South Africa (see p.12-13). The struggle between the classes
does not arise from an intellectual misunderstanding between
them. It is rooted in their irreconcilable interests. Without
decisive socialist measures that place the commanding heights
of the economy under the control of the working class any
‘alternative’ policy must persuade the bosses to co-operate.
But they will simply refuse if it is not in their immediate
interests. The utopian idea that the bosses can be convinced
to act in the interests of ‘society’ runs through Saftu’s recent
statements. Lebohang Phanyeko (a WASP member, see p. 1819) expressed this idea on behalf of Saftu on the protest march
outside Ramaphosa’s Second SA Investment Conference. He
called on the assembled representatives of the ruling class
“to do the right thing” and invest in the economy. Broadcast
throughout the afternoon on SAfm, this sowed illusions in the
class enemy and did nothing to prepare the working class for
the struggle ahead.

The crisis of capitalism needs to be overcome and resolved in
the interests of the working class. This can only be done on the
basis of wide scale nationalisations and democratic economic
planning that lays the foundations for a socialist economy.
To achieve this, the workers movement must move on to the
offensive in the class struggle. The question of leadership will
be crucial. What role will the Saftu leaders play?
Programme
To fight effectively the working class needs to be armed with
a programme and strategy that can actually overcome the
capitalist crisis. This can only be built upon a clear perspective
– a clear understanding – of the character and nature of the
crisis (see p.12-13).
Over recent months, in a number of statements , Saftu has
put forward measures including (i) opposition to corruption,
outsourcing, austerity and privatisation in the public sector, (ii)
for more ‘progressive’ taxes on big business and the rich, and
(iii) changes to government monetary policy. The centrepiece
is a proposal for a R500 billion stimulus package to be funded
through more government borrowing, which, presumably,
on the basis of (i) to (iii), would not escalate the government’s
existing debt crisis.
A wing of the capitalist class, both in SA and internationally,
are calling on governments to adopt similar reformist neoKeynesian measures. The class content of such a programme
is to restore economic growth on a capitalist basis – i.e. on the
basis of the private ownership of the economy to create profits
for the owners through the exploitation of the labour of the
working class – in the hope that wealth will ‘trickle down’ to
the working class. Unfortunately, Saftu’s programme remains
firmly within this capitalist framework. There is no serious
mention of nationalisation or democratic economic planning.
This makes Saftu’s programme utopian because it flies in the
face of the global experience of the class struggle since the
2007/8 world financial crisis.
We were alarmed by how socialism was referred to in Saftu’s
August NEC Statement in connection with violent crime – the
statement said that what “the working class cannot afford to

Only armed with a bold socialist programme will the working
class be capable of leading society out of the impasse into
which the bosses and their politicians have led it. At the heart
of this programme must be the demand for the nationalisation
of the banks and other major financial institutions alongside
the biggest companies in all the key sectors of the economy
– agriculture, mining, construction, transport, manufacturing,
wholesale and retail etc. Upon the basis of democratic
working class control and management of nationalised
industry, economic planning can be introduced. What is profit
under capitalism would be transformed into a vast social
fund. With the profit motive abolished, social need would be
the determining criteria for spending and investment. Wages
could be raised and unemployment eliminated. All the long
neglected social needs of the working class – for housing,
social services, hospitals, schools etc. – could be met.
Struggle
The ruling class will never agree to this. Only a mass movement
led by the working class can make it a reality. Uniting the
greatest number of workers in struggle will be crucial. The
co-operation of Numsa and NUM at Eskom points in the
direction of how such a movement can develop: a united front
of the trade union movement. Numsa and NUM could call
joint marches (to Union Buildings and other targets) against
privatisation, job losses and austerity. Each could appeal to
their federations to support the march and mobilise their
shop stewards and members for it. This could have a powerful
effect on the working class, laying the foundation for a general
strike capable of stopping the entire country.

EDITORIAL 3
For the Saftu leadership, the purpose of a united front would
not be to paint the leadership of Cosatu red. It would be
to speed up Cosatu’s decline – to break the more than one
million workers still in Cosatu from the Tripartite Alliance.
The inevitable attack on public sector workers that the ANC
government must carry out will position them as the main
enemy of the members of Nehawu, Sadtu and Samwu in
particular. Ramaphosa is keenly aware of the importance
of the public sector for his remaining base amongst the
organised working class. He will tread carefully. Saftu will need
to be skilful in exploiting the contradictions.
If at this stage, it proves impossible to use the Numsa/NUM
co-operation as a lever on Cosatu, Saftu should go ahead
with marches anyway, making a loud appeal to Cosatu’s shop
stewards and members to participate in defiance of their
leadership (the same for Amcu, Nactu and Fedusa). This can
be given flesh if Saftu shop stewards and members pioneer
the revival of industrial locals – workplace based structures
that unite workers regardless of union affiliation.
However, the entire united front tactic will only work if Saftu
sufficiently distinguishes itself from the Cosatu leadership and
offers a clear way forward to all workers on the basis of a bold
socialist programme.
Workers Party
Across the world mass movements are taking place. All the
ingredients are present for South Africa to join this wave. But
the major weakness of these movements is present in SA
too – the lack of a political alternative. If and when capitalist
governments are toppled by mass movements, who will take
the power? It is only the working class which is capable of
building socialism. Workers need a party.
The Working Class Summit that Saftu convened in July 2018
made a clear declaration in favour of a workers party. In
October 2018, Saftu’s Special Central Committee endorsed
this, building on previous Saftu positions in favour of a workers
party. Now things have gone quiet. The September report
of Saftu’s Political & Ideological Commission does not even
mention the workers party! Why? Almost certainly because of
the creation of the Socialist Revolutionary Workers Party by
a section of the Numsa leadership behind the back of Saftu.
A workers party which unites the class’s struggles in the
workplaces, the communities and in the schools, colleges and
universities will be an indispensable weapon for this struggle,
against this capitalist crisis. It cannot be treated as a side
project or an optional extra. The workers party is part of the
preparation of the working class to take power and lead society
out of the capitalist crisis. But a party cannot be imposed
on the struggle; it must grow out of it. To begin building the
political unity of the working class, a workers party will need
to be organised on a federal basis in its initial stage – allowing
unions, community structures, youth campaigns and the
existing working class political groups and parties, including
the MWP and the SRWP, to affiliate.
On the basis of a successful march, especially one led by a
trade union united front, the Working Class Summit could be
reconvened to prepare a general strike, especially as a response
to the February budget, and tackle again the burning question
of working class political representation – a workers party.
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FOR STRUGGLE:
• For a national day of action – march against job losses,
privatisation and austerity. One working class – one
struggle. For a trade union united front to prepare a general
strike. Build industrial locals to unite workers regardless of
union affiliation.
• Fight all retrenchments and closures! No privatisation
of SAA, Eskom or other SOEs. Demand the nationalisation
of job shedding big businesses under democratic workers
control, enforced through workplace occupations.
• Once a member, always a member! Retrenched workers
to retain union membership and full democratic rights in
union structures. Organise the chronically unemployed
under the leadership of the trade union movement by
building unemployed workers locals in communities.
• Workers’ economic planning to end unemployment!
Demand the working week is reduced to 30 hours with
no cuts in pay. Share out the work with the unemployed.
Demand democratic control of hiring and firing and the redesign of shift patterns by workers’ representatives.
• Reject the ANC’s poverty-level minimum wage! Fight
for a living wage of R12,500 per month for all full-time
workers. A rigorous regime of workplace inspections under
the democratic control of workers’ representatives to
enforce compliance. Demand that the financial accounts
of big business are opened to inspection by workers’
representatives. On the basis of proven unaffordability,
subsidies and tax relief to small and family businesses.
• Defend the right to strike and organise! Scrap the
LRA amendments. Fight for the passing of a trade union
freedom bill increasing the powers of trade unions, drafted
by workers’ representatives. Organised mass defiance
of unjust labour laws that prevent workers defending
themselves.
• Implement the Saftu and Working Class Summit
resolutions on the workers party. Build a unifying,
democratic and open socialist mass workers party on a
federal basis, uniting the struggles of the workplaces, the
communities and the youth, as a vital step toward the
creation of a mass revolutionary party. Cosatu out of the
Tripartite Alliance.

FOR SOCIALISM:
• Take society’s wealth into the hands of the working
class! Nationalise under democratic working class control
Standard Bank, ABSA, FNB & Nedbank along with the entire
financial sector. Guarantee the savings of all working and
middle class people and small businesses. Bond and debt
relief for struggling home-owners and small businesses.
Abolish garnishee orders! For a state monopoly on credit.
• Combat the ratings agencies and the sabotage of the
bosses! For a state monopoly of foreign trade alongside
capital and price controls enforced by democratically
elected committees of workers and poor communities.
• For a socialist economy to meet the needs of all.
Nationalise under democratic working class and community
control the banks, the mines, the big commercial farms,
the big factories, big businesses and big retailers. For a
democratic socialist plan of production to invest in job
creation and poverty alleviation. Build solidarity and
international links with the workers of the world – lay the
basis for a worldwide socialist plan of production.
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by Shaun Arendse

Crime is a Class Issue

C

rime tops the list of working class
and middle class concerns. There
are widespread feelings of insecurity
and fear. The violent rape and murder
of Uyinene Mrwetyana that sparked
protests (see p. 10-11), xenophobia being
used as a cover for criminal activity (see
p. 5) and the deployment of the army
to the streets of Cape Town to combat
gang violence fuels a sense of national
crisis. There is a widespread feeling of
helplessness about crime – what can be
done?
Sensationalist reporting in the media
does little to bring clarity. Moral panics
are created. Poor parenting and the
breakdown of the family are blamed.
Fruitless debates start about corporal
punishment. The demand is raised:
“bring back the death penalty!”
Crime is a highly emotional issue,
especially for those who have
experienced violent crime, or seen
its devastating effects on family and
community. Even so, the working class
movement must approach crime as a
class issue. Marxists always point out that
“conditions determine consciousness”.
This is as true for crime as it is for any
social phenomenon.

South Africa’s murder rate is five times
the world average. But all countries
with high murder rates share certain
characteristics. They are middle income
countries with high levels of inequality
and major political violence within living
memory. UCT criminologists Anine
Kriegler and Mark Shaw are forthright
in saying: “There is no mystery at all as to
why post-apartheid South Africa is among
the most violent places in the world. It has
followed the simple recipe to the letter…
South African exceptionalism does not
extend to the negation of some of the most
established laws of social and economic
cause and effect.”

Violent crime disproportionately affects
the working class and poor, especially
women. The national averages in crime
figures disguise the class impact. Kriegler
and Shaw again: “Most of South Africa’s
relatively well-off are not as safe from fatal
violence as the well-off in safer parts of the
world, but they are not at anywhere near
the risk suggested by the national or city
average murder rates. On the other hand,
South Africa’s least well-off face risks about
as bad as it gets anywhere, at many times
the national rate. Although just kilometres
apart, they may as well live in different
worlds.”

The wealthy residents of Rosebank in
Johannesburg and Rondebosch in Cape
Town are no more at risk of murder
than if they lived in Canada; the average
white person is no more at risk than if
they lived in Chicago or Miami in the
United States. Other violent crimes,
such as assaults and street robberies
also disproportionately affect poor
communities. Crime must be unpacked
in terms of its class impact.
Between 1994 and 2012 crime was
decreasing year on year. But 2012 saw
an upturn. This was almost certainly
the effects of the 2009 world recession
driving up poverty, inequality and
unemployment, which then fed through
into increased levels of crime. More
than one million jobs were lost causing
widespread desperation.
Two-thirds of violent crimes take place
in social settings between people
who know each other. The anger
and frustration at desperate social
conditions finds an outlet. It is the duty
of the workers’ movement to give a
lead to society, including organising the
unemployed youth, so that the outlet
for anger and frustration is directed at
capitalism itself using the methods of
the class struggle.

A CLASS PROGRAMME AGAINST CRIME
• Build democratic, accountable mass community
organisations in every community and organise community
watch programmes under their control, including patrols
of crime ‘hot spots’; mass community mobilisations against
gangsterism & organised crime.
• Fight for the right to strike for ALL SAPS members; campaign
to organise all private security workers in trade unions.
• Organised community and trade union participation
in Community Policing Forums, including workerrepresentatives of police unions and private security unions,
to struggle for working class oversight and control of policing.

WHAT DO THE
FIGURES SAY?
• 1.3 million incidences of
housebreaking
5.8% of households
• 260,000 home robberies
1% of households
• 83,000 car thefts
0.4% of households
• 32,000 vehicle hijackings
0.08% of individuals aged 16+
• 500,000 assaults
0.7% of individuals aged 16+
• 1.2 million incidences of theft
of personal property
2.5% of individuals aged 16+
• 580,000 street robberies
1% of individuals aged 16+
Governance, Public Safety & Justice
Survey, 2018/19, Stats SA

• Campaign for the election of station commanders, district
and provincial commissioners; community oversight of
hiring and firing to combat corruption, harassment and the
waste of resources.
• End the class foundations of criminality in massive inequality.
Nationalise under democratic working class control the
banks, the mines, the big commercial farms, big factories
and big businesses. A publicly owned and democratically
planned socialist economy to meet the needs of all and not
the profits of the capitalists.
• Link-up community organisations in a country-wide socialist
civic federation. Build the fighting unity of the working class
in a party of mass struggle. Build a socialist mass workers party.

MWP statement

NB: this is an edited version of an article
which appears on the MWP’s website
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Only Workers Unity Can

Overcome Xenophobia

I

n August and September, capitalism
once again bared its barbaric
underbelly. At least thirteen died and
struggling small businesses, foreign
national-owned and South Africanowned alike, were destroyed. Full
responsibility for this must be laid
at the door of the Ramaphosa ANC
government and the opposition parties.
Whilst
joining
the
chorus
of
condemnation, ANC politicians reinforce
the false narrative that foreign nationals
steal jobs, are responsible for crime
and drugs, strain social services and are
‘illegal’. They followed the lead of the DA’s
Joburg Mayor, Herman Mashaba, who
claimed foreign nationals make up 80%
of the city’s population. The real figure
is 26.6%. Driven by the opportunities
for self-enrichment, it is in the interests
of the EFF – so-called champions of Pan
Africanism and open borders – to leave
Mashaba in office.
Whilst serving as Health Minister,
Aaron Motsoaledi claimed foreign
nationals compromise infection control
in public hospitals, leading to an illegal
instruction that foreign nationals pay
or be denied treatment. In a fit of
xenophobic hysteria, Deputy Police
Minister Bongani Mkongi claimed that
“the whole of South Africa could be 80%
dominated by foreign nationals and the
future president of South Africa could
be a foreign national”.
Fulfilling Ramaphosa’s election promise
to end “illegal” trading in townships,
Gauteng Premier David Makhura has
introduced legislation to ban foreigners
from trading in certain sectors. Foreign
nationals defending themselves against
the violence of corrupt police was used
to manufacture outrage across the
media.
Police raids in the Joburg CBD to
confiscate “counterfeit goods” and on
businesses employing foreign nationals
in Cape Town were deliberately used
to stoke xenophobic sentiments. The
violent evictions of foreign residents by
organised gangs in Alexandra, as well as
the looting and burning of their shops
has been fueled by the semi-official
sanctioning of such acts.
For the ruling political and economic
elite, xenophobia serves the useful
purpose of divide-and-rule by pitting the
poor against the poor. Its purpose is to
throw dust into the eyes of the working

class, distracting
attention
from
the disaster their
capitalist policies
have created.
Real Criminals
It is not foreign
nationals,
who
make
up
only
5%
of
SA’s Demawusa Members & MWP Supporters on the 14 Sept March Against Xenophobia
population,
that
are taking away jobs or taking a cover for formations with different
the country’s wealth – it is the capitalist agendas: gangs out to loot; anticlass and their political management, Ramaphosa forces in the ANC’s ongoing
the ANC government. Foreign nationals factional civil war, as well as outfits using
are fleeing from civil war and economic “radical economic transformation” as a
devastation caused by the plundering pretext for burning trucks, attacking
elites in their countries acting in collusion foreign national bus drivers, and taking
with SA corporate elites facilitated by over construction works at gunpoint.
the ANC government.
Despite saturation media coverage,
Since 1994 the ANC government has
invited foreign multinationals to loot
the country. Although only about 2,000
of the 1.2-million businesses in SA are
foreign-owned, the top 10% account for
98% of the total annual estimated tax
loss of R7.8bn. Through profit shifting
they avoid tax by understating their true
profits by as much as 80%. According to
a 2014 Global Financial Integrity report,
SA is in twelfth place out of 151 countries
plundered by big business through illicit
capital flows, losing R147bn a year.

The Finance Ministry’s economic policy
proposals will only worsen the disaster
– calling for privatisation of SOEs,
mass public sector retrenchments and
austerity spending cuts of 5%, 6% and
7% from 2020 to 2022. The government
plans to create a mere one million jobs
over ten years. Even if it succeeds, with
400,000 joining the jobs market annually,
unemployment will actually increase. Yet
it demands Eskom and the public sector
shed 30,000 jobs each and cut wages
by 10%. With unemployment already
at record levels, the Mineral Council
threatens to add to the bloodbath with
over 100,000 mining industry job cuts
alone.
Rising food and energy prices, collapsing
infrastructure, non-existent service
delivery, rampant crime, corruption
and violence – these are the flammable
ingredients into which the lighted
match of the ANC and DA’s semi-official
xenophobic utterances was thrown.
Xenophobic politicians have provided

the majority of working people oppose
xenophobia. It is a minority sentiment
on which even smaller numbers are
prepared to act. It dominates in a
vacuum created by the silence and lack
of organised working class action.
The Working Class Summit the Saftu
trade union federation convened in July
2018 could provide a class alternative –
coordinating all sections of the working
class, of all races and nationalities, in a
united struggle against their common
enemy, the bosses and the capitalist
government in SA and those across the
continent. Implementation of the WCS
resolution to launch a mass workers
party on a socialist programme is urgent.

WE SAY:
• Unite foreign nationals and working
class communities in townships and
inner cities
• Encourage small businesses, South
African and foreign owned- to present
a united front against bug business
and the banks
• Organise the unorganised to stop
the exploitation of foreign nationals
as cheap labour
• Establish direct links with trade
unions across the continent – for
socialist internationalism
• Ensure trade union supervision of
border control to fight corruption and
human rights violations
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interview

Midrand Workers’ Reinstatement Campaign
I
n 2018 a 24 year campaign of Johannesburg municipal workers
ended in an agreement for their reinstatement. Today the
Midrand Workers are all members of the Democratic Municipal
Workers Union of SA (Demawusa). Izwi spoke with Stena
Molepo, convenor of the Midrand Workers, for an update on
the reinstatement process and other issues facing the workers.
Q. The last time Izwi spoke to you, you were expecting the
280 Midrand workers to be absorbed by the municipality
before the end of July 2018. Did that happen?
A. Things are difficult. Only 56 of the 280 workers have been
absorbed so far. We thought everyone who sat around the
table to reach the settlement between the workers and the
metro would be hands-on. But we found out along the way
that there were endless futile meetings, mess-ups and delays
– until last month, October 2019.
I emailed the City Manager to complain, and copied other
officials and the Midrand workers themselves to outline and
complain about the slow process of absorption, the lack
of communication and information. I even named some
of the officials who seemed to be deliberately delaying the
absorption process. But in informal meetings, one director
has disclosed that R44 million has indeed been allocated to
settle the dispute.
Q. Where are the 56 working?
A. The metro’s offer was that we must surrender our
qualifications – as artisans and everything – and come on board
as general workers. All of us are employed as general workers
under different departments, City Parks, museums, libraries
etc. I am working at Group Human Capital Management.
Q. Please tell us about the forensic investigation.
A. There are two parts to this – the first is our unfair dismissal,
and second our pension money. We were told by [the DA’s
Joburg mayor] Mashaba that we were heroes because we
didn’t submit to corruption. We declared we would rather die
poor than kneel down to a corrupt system. So they said in one
meeting that we should be given the dignity we deserve and
compensated for being unfairly dismissed.
On the pensions, someone has signed for our pension funds
somewhere and we want to know who. We ended up being
told that the metro has no jurisdiction over people who are no
longer their employees.
But the whole investigation has been slow. Slow! The first
assigned investigating officer dumped the project and went
looking for greener pastures as Director of Dept. of Transport.
Q. The Midrand workers are members of the Demawusa
union. In fact they founded it. What is the latest?
A. We are fighting for recognition across the metro. But whether
we are recognised or not we are there in the workplaces.
Q. We have heard that Demawusa may be merging with
another Saftu affiliate, Matuswa.
A. According to me the union is a non-entity. Why? Remember,

we were all municipal employees and members of Samwu. But
when we were dismissed many years ago Samwu unionists
didn’t care about us. We warned them there was an epidemic
of corruption in local government and a complicit trade union
bureaucracy that needs to be challenged on this.
Matusa’s story starts only when the issue of Samwu workerss
‘missing millions’ came up. When workers, shop stewards and
officials requested audited statements to check how many
members Samwu has and how much money is in the coffers
they were dismissed, suspended and expelled from the union.
Only then we started to gain ground. We told them that Samwu
leadership was compromised many years ago.
But we regrouped with them and embarked on a Save Our
Samwu campaign in 2014/15. We took the NOBs and their
‘consultant’ to court. He was arrested and charged with
extortion of money.
In the course of that campaign, whilst we were in an out of
court, the workers decided that there is nothing to save in
Samwu. When workers reached that pint we said why don’t
we find a new home and start a new union. This is when these
non-entities found their way. One of the core founders of
Matusa met some lawyers and registered this union with the
intention to impose it on the frustrated workers. But workers
are not fools. Workers became aware that there was a union,
but they said “no, we need to meet and discuss the way
forward”. We held a meeting at Museum Africa in Newtown.
To the proposal that we just join Matusa, workers said “no, we
need to start a union, that union [Matusa] has no mandate
from the workers”. Workers took the democratic decision to
found Demawusa. We are worried that these methods are just
business unionism. So it is difficult. Right now though, I would
say those frustrated Matusa members should join Demawusa.
Q. The government is talking austerity. It seems inevitable
that the ANC government will take the axe to public
spending and that will likely fall hardest on municipal
workers. Are workers prepared to fight government
austerity?
A. Workers are leaderless. We need a revolution from below,
especially in local government. Everyone can see that these
elites, the ANC – the ruling party – has lost touch with reality.
Workers will fight.
Q. As you indicate, the question of political representation
is decisive. The Working Class Summit process seems to
have stalled. What is your view on hesitations of Saftu
leadership?
A. As I have said, the working class is leaderless. Its high time
to avoid blame game mentality. As a member of the MWP I say
that we push for the implementation of the WCS resolutions.
Remember, there was sanity around the question of a workers
party. Only to find out there was this thing that was going
to be imposed on us – the Socialist Revolutionary Workers
Party. Everybody rejected that. That is why they performed
so badly in the last elections. We were supposed to go for a
second Summit, but now we hear that rather we are going
to a Symposium next year. Ok, let’s push for engagements
on the workers party and socialism there. But we don’t
want petty bourgeois socialism we want real socialism and
internationalism.
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Metro Bus Strike

n 16 September, members of the Democratic Municipal
Workers Union of SA (Demawusa) working for Metro Bus
went on strike. The strike was suspended on 24 September.
Izwi spoke to Dion Makhura, Demawusa’s Gauteng
Provincial Secretary.
Q. Why was the strike suspended?
A. Demawusa won recognition on 20 June 2018, after we
reached 220 members out of the 700-strong Metro Bus
workforce. Management has not welcomed the arrival of
Demawusa. Resignations from the South African Municipal
Workers Union (Samwu) and the Independent Municipal
Workers Union (Imatu) have been administratively
sabotaged as have applications for Demawusa membership.
Despite this, Demawusa has now grown to 300 – the majority
union. The remainder is split between Samwu and Imatu.
Management has denied us rights automatically linked to
recognition – office and equipment facilities. Management
has also selectively applied pay progression despite the
expiry of the collective agreement negotiated with Samwu.
Q. Why was the strike suspended?
A. We won a partial victory; management conceded our
demand for facilities. Offices have been made available
for use from Monday, 11 November, 2019. However
management has tried to bankrupt us with repeated court
applications. Workers have therefore agreed to raise money,

pledging R1,000 each so that we can resume the struggle.
Q. Did you get support from the other unions?
A. No. But the workers refused to break the strike by driving
busses during the strike. The leadership falsely claimed
intimidation. But this was genuine solidarity. Resignations
from Samwu and Imatu continue but are not processed.
Q. Why is management hostile to Demawusa?
A. It is political. The allegiances of most municipalities are
towards the ANC-led Tripartite Alliance including the SA
Communist Party and the Samwu-affiliated Congress of SA
Trade Unions (Cosatu). Demawusa, and the SA Federation
of Trade Unions (Saftu) we are affiliated to, threatens the
sweetheart relationship they have with the corruptionriddled Samwu and the capitalist ANC. Despite Imatu’s
“independence”, it has not defended workers rights and
jobs. Local government has not filled vacancies for twenty
years. Of the 120 workers who clean busses every day, only
20 are permanent. The rest are from the Extended Public
Works Programme, a cheap labour scheme.
Q. What is the way forward?
A. We will resume the struggle for the reinstatement of pay
progression that Samwu has failed to renegotiate. We will be
embarking on a mass recruitment campaign. Saftu has been
very supportive in providing publicity for the strike. Our new
year mass recruitment drive can act as a model for Saftu and
must focus on the unorganised like EPWP and CWP.

UJ Strike: the Struggle
Continues...

T

by a UJ Numsa member

he determined month long strike by 700 University
of Johannesburg workers has been suspended. While
workers scored an important victory when they won
permanent employment two years ago during the 2016/17
#FeesMustFall and #OutsourcingMustFall movements, many
of the assurances made during those struggles for conditions
and pay on par with permanent workers, have been reneged
upon by management. The strike of insourced workers at
UJ which began on 4 October against what workers regard
as oppressive and exploitative working conditions at the
institution, is a continuation of that struggle.
Two weeks after the strike began Numsa, the union to which
the workers on strike belong, handed over a memorandum
to UJ demanding equal pay for work of equal value. Workers
make a range of other demands key among which is that
certain grading levels be collapsed to obtain greater parity
between permanent staff who are doing the same work as the
insourced workers. In response, UJ management claims that
conceding to such demands would lead to job losses.
Despite sympathy for their fellow workers, insourced workers
in Nehawu at UJ who are experiencing the same conditions as
those in Numsa continued working throughout the strike. Had
they joined, a favourable outcome for insourced workers could
have had a far greater chance of success. Some insourced
workers in Nehawu who share the same problems as workers
in NUMSA are not happy that their union did not join the strike

Striking UJ Worker

because they understand that only united struggle can force
management to concede to their demands.
In the face of the worst economic crisis since the end of
apartheid, UJ management, like employers in other sectors, are
gearing up to face down workers. This is all the more reason for
workers to prepare for this offensive by building worker unity
not only among insourced workers but permanent workers as
well. This may not be enough to force the hand of management
but calling on solidarity from students and academics not only
at UJ but from other institutions, will get the attention of the
bosses as was the case during #FeesMustFall. The threat of
job losses is a cynical ploy in the face of the huge disparities
in pay between insourced workers who are among the lowest
paid at the university at R6,000 per month compared to the
UJ Vice Chancellor who earns an obscene amount of nearly R5
million per year.
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interview

Gauteng EPWP Workers

The Struggle for Permanent Jobs

O

n 23 October Izwi spoke to a leader of the Gauteng EPWP
workers about the situation facing them since their last
round of marches and protest action. A new struggle is likely
to be necessary as contracts come to an end on 31 March 2020.
Q. What is EPWP?
A. The Expanded Public Works Programme is a national
government scheme. It was created to develop skills for the
people deprived skills by the apartheid regime. There are lots
of people who do not have trades. EPWP is planned and run
nationally under the Deputy President and Nedlac [National
Economic Development and Labour Council]. From there it is
passed to the provinces to implement.
In Gauteng, the Premier hands much of the EPWP programme
to the Department of Infrastructure Development (DID).
Unfortunately, the DID managers don’t understand it. But the
metros and municipalities run programmes as well.
Q. What are the pay and conditions like for EPWP
workers?
A. First of all, our employers will not label us as “workers”.
At first they called us “beneficiaries of the programme”. But
workers protested saying “we are working for what we get”. So
then they started calling us “participants”. By those two words
– “beneficiary” and “participant” – you are denied a salary and
given a ‘stipend’ determined by Nedlac.
We are not covered by the LRA [Labour Relations Act]. Rather,
there was a document that was developed which is called the
Ministerial Determination. Workers call it “draconian” because
it dehumanizes them by denying them the normal benefits
of employment. There is no payslip. There is no UIF. Those
under the DID are currently earning something like R2,000 per
month. But some workers, for example under the Department
of Health earn R3,500.
Q. We understand that contracts are ending in March
next year. What is the situation facing the workers?
A. The situation is very volatile. The current contracts started
on 1 April 2019 for one year. They expire 31 March 2020. But
this is not the workers first contract – it is their sixth. They
started working in 2013. And the contracts are renewed every
year through the pressure of the workers. Originally, we were
only supposed to work twelve months to develop our skills so
we could move on and find work.
But the DID did not give us skills development. They just took
the workers, gave them shovels and said “go and shovel there”;
or, “take this broom and sweep there”. What sort of skills are
they? We start to sweep when we are five years of age. I don’t
have to go to university or school to learn to sweep – I sweep
at home! Or to be told how to shovel? I do that in my garden!
We wanted real skills – engineering, maintenance, production.
Those are the skills we are referring to. So the department
failed. When the twelve months came to an end the workers
said “no, we are not going anywhere, we don’t have those
skills you promised”. The DID continued to fail us for six years.

#OutsourcingMustFall Rally, Johannesburg, February 2017

From August 2018 workers said they would take the
department to court. Then they listened. They said they would
take us to UJ [the University of Johannesburg] to develop
our skills. But the first workers to go to UJ – some from as
far as Vaal or Tshwane – were told they must come to Joburg
with their own transport money. That was impossible. These
people are being paid a stipend of R2,000 per month. They
must feed their families from that stipend. But we wanted the
skills. So we said, ok, let that first group of people go whilst we
engage the department on this issue. We succeeded in getting
transport allowances.
But the disappointment continued. We found the people
running the training were wearing Bosasa emblems [the
corrupt company that has been exposed at the Zondo
Commission]. This raised questions for us. Why is an institute
of UJ’s stature doing business with Bosasa which was the talk
of the town by then?
The course lasted only three weeks. After these three weeks
they tell you that you are a plumber. We said that is impossible.
How can someone be developed to be a plumber after only
three weeks? This thing is a fake. The certificates looked
like they just took a piece of paper and laminated making it
shiny, and said “this is a certificate”. We rejected that. As we
speak now, that training has been halted. We are saying to
the department: “give us real training. We fought the previous
[apartheid] regime over these things and you are not exempt
from that. We will fight you as well.”
Q. What are the workers demanding?
A. They are demanding permanent employment. Either the
department gives us proper training and finds us real jobs or
they are stuck with us – but we refuse to be stuck with just the
same stipend. Remuneration of workers should be in line with
living costs.
We understand that the DID cannot hire every one of the
5,400 workers themselves. But you find EPWP workers at
schools doing administration, cleaning the school yards.
You find them under the Department of Health for example,
doing maintenance and administration work, and even filling
higher positions. This tells us there is a need for the workers.
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So why don’t the departments take them on a permanent
basis. Whoever is using the EPWP workers must take the
responsibility for hiring them – this is the workers’ demand.
Q. How are the workers organised?
A. When we started under EPWP we were told we cannot be
organised in trade unions because we are not workers, we are
only “beneficiaries”. But when we felt the heat from how we
were being treated we said “no, no, there is no such thing that
we cannot belong to a trade union”. But it is our understanding
that it is not only under a trade union that workers can standup and fight for their rights. A trade union is not something
that comes from university. It is only the ideas of the workers
and their struggles – when they come together they form what
you call a union. We can call it anything as long as what we are
talking about is the unity of the working class itself.
So we started to organise. We involved other workers
through the #OutsourcingMustFall movement – for example
the outsourced PRASA workers, who are employed by a
middleman who chows the money and gives the bones to the
workers.
When the administration changed in Joburg [out of the 2016
local elections] the struggle was very hot. The new [DA/EFF]
administration said we will insource starting with the security
guards. Now, there is a danger when something like this
happens – a concession – that workers start to relax as if the
struggle has ended. But only 1,400 workers were absorbed. In
PRASA and the provincial departments things didn’t change.
But the unity that was prevailing vanished and every group of
workers started to organise itself separately.
But the EPWP workers will never leave the struggle. They
don’t need to be told, they experience the struggle, and that
experience tells them that they need to do something. So the
EPWP workers never left, only their spirits went down. But the
pressure of their situation pushed them to stay organised.
There is a committee of 25 engaging with the Province, with
representation from each area of Gauteng.
Q. We understand the Saftu trade union federation
supports #OMF. Do workers feel they get enough support?
A. A lot of workers thought that the creation of Saftu would
end the divisions amongst workers. They had a lot of faith
in Saftu and were part and parcel of its formation. At first
#OMF was given a desk at Saftu but unfortunately some of the
leaders of #OMF were swallowed leaving the movement on
the ground crumbling.
Workers have engaged with the GS [Vavi] and have held
meetings there at their offices. But they find that Saftu also
regards them as “just some people” not as workers as such.
We went there once and it was said “we need to do something
about these people”. EPWP workers were not expecting that.
They were expecting Saftu to say “here are the workers”. Saftu
was formed acknowledging there are too many unorganised
workers. By breaking free from Cosatu they were creating the
space to go and organise the unorganised. And who are the
unorganized by the way? The EPWP workers!
Q. Will workers take action before 31 March?
A. Yes, very much. Action may only be one meeting away. We
are engaging the management on 1 November. Currently
the department are telling us they don’t have permanent
employment but they do have a “strategic exit plan” for us.

What does that mean? It tells us that they want to get rid of us.
That is our understanding of English. And “strategic” means
they want to play around. They produced a document saying
they will categorise all workers by age groups. We will have to
see what they are offering.
We believe in unity in the working class. Yes, Saftu must come
on board to unite the workers. But maybe it is not enough to
only have Saftu. So we are engaging with other organisations.
We have a good relationship with the Marxist Workers Party,
but also other trade unions, like Demawusa and Nupsaw.
We have our eye on these organisations for assistance in the
coming struggle.
We want to be organised with other workers to come up
with our own political party because if we have power as the
working class we don’t have to go and ask – we will implement
how we want the country to be run and how we want our
lives to be. A Working Class Summit was organised [by Saftu
in 2018] to engage on the question of coming together for our
own party. We want that process to continue.

WE SAY:
• Unite all EPWP workers in a broad and democratic
campaign involving workers from each and every
programme and from each and every department.
Link-up with outsourced workers in PRASA and
elsewhere. Appeal for support from Saftu and other
trade unions.
• Organise and struggle for permanent jobs! EPWP
workers to be absorbed as permanent employees
by the departments where they work, e.g. workers
in hospitals to be absorbed by the Dept. of Health;
workers in schools to be absorbed by the Dept. of
Education. Recognise length of service.
• Scrap stipends! For wages and payslips! No
exemptions to the R3,500 national minimum wage. All
EPWP workers to be covered by the national minimum
wage as a step toward a living wage of R12,500.
• No Mickey Mouse training or certificates! For
serious, accredited and recognised qualification
certificates after skills training. Kick out Bosasa – bring
in the TVETs. Transport or transport money to be
provided; all training to be fully catered. Guaranteed
jobs at the end of training.
• Decent pensions for workers at retirement
age and for older workers! Pension amount to be
calculated on national minimum wage, recognising
length of service. Optional early retirement on the
same terms for all workers aged 55-65.
• Scrap the Ministerial Determination! Recognise
EPWP ‘participants’ as workers. Fight for full trade
union rights for EPWP workers! For full equality
under the Labour Relations Act, Basic Conditions
of Employment Act and other labour legislation.
Campaign in the trade unions for the full recognition
of EPWP workers’ democratic rights from day one of
membership. Elect shop stewards among all EPWP
workers.
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MWP statement

Violence Against Women
How should organised workers respond?

T

he rape and murder of student Uyinene Mrwetyana lit
a new wave of protests demanding an end to violence
against women. Uyinene’s body was discovered following a
slew of reports of murdered women. Many of them had police
protection orders against the abusive partners that murdered
them. In 2016, out of every 100,000 women and girls in South
Africa, 12.5 were violently killed. This was five times the global
average of 2.6. In 2017/18, this increased to 15.2 – 2,930
murdered women; the slain bodies of an additional 291 women
and 29 girls.
It is the fact that so many women are being murdered by men
who feel entitled to control and possess women, treating
them like personal property, that has led to the outpouring of
anger. Uyinene and the other women should not have been
abused, raped and killed. The sexist attitudes of their male
murderers led them to assume the power of life and death
over their victims – to commit femicide.
Gender inequality is rooted in class inequality and emerged
with class society. Under capitalism women are frequently
paid less than men, concentrated in low-paid sectors such as
cleaning and retail and precariously or casually employed by
contractors or as domestic workers. Women are also most
likely to be the main carers for children and the elderly and
perform the majority of domestic work in the home. For
capitalism, this helps keep labour cheap and taxes for social
services low.

Protest Outside Parliament in September.

this was a demand for a gesture from the government that it
‘gets it’, it was nevertheless incorrect. It would be suicidal for
the movement to support increasing the repressive powers of
this ANC government and the state in general, including giving
any support to the idea of re-introducing the death penalty in
the name of combating violence against women.

The foundation of capitalist economy in commodity production
– where everything is for sale – turns women’s bodies into
objects and encourages the idea that women only exist for
the entertainment and pleasure of men. The social conditions
of capitalism are a breeding ground for the sexist attitudes
that justify violence against women – rape, assault, domestic
violence, cat-calling etc.

The last time a state of emergency was declared was in
the 1980s by the white-minority regime used to suppress
the mass movement against apartheid. An ‘undeclared’
state of emergency existed in the North West in 2012.The
ANC government used the army to suppress mineworkers’
meetings, protests and strikes. In Johannesburg the police
have fuelled xenophobia with their brutal ‘crack down’ on socalled ‘criminal elements’. Outside the World Social Forum in
September, they attacked protesters against gender based
violence (GBV) with tear gas, rubber bullets and water cannons.

Protests

Ideas

Protests have been mobilised under the banners #AmINext,
#TheTotalShutdown and others. Young people and students
have played a central role. Significantly, protests are being
called using appeals to working class methods of mass
struggle, e.g. shutdowns and stay-aways. This points the
emerging movement in the right direction.
However, at this stage, this language is symbolic, and not
based on a conscious strategy to mobilise the working class.
If not linked to appeals to workers and their trade unions to
mobilise and shutdown workplaces, i.e. united strike action,
appeals are in reality only a call for women workers to take
the day off.
Many of the protestors are rightly suspicious of the willingness
of the ANC government, the political parties in parliament,
the police and the courts to seriously tackle gender based
violence. They are right to be. The ANC’s Traditional Courts
Bill, a continuation of apartheid-era policy, would legalise the
oppression of more than half of all women in the country by
denying them the right to legal representation.
But one of the main demands of protesters outside parliament
was for the government to declare a state of emergency. Whilst

The confusion on these issues reflects a lack of clarity over
which force in society has the power to make the decisive
difference in the struggle to stop violence against women. Is
it women alone? If so, who should they look to as their allies?
Is it this anti-women and anti-poor ANC government? Is it the
repressive capitalist state? Is it the super-rich leaders of big
business whose quest for profit has entrenched poverty?
The answer to this question determines the tactics and
strategies that different organisations will pursue. At this
stage it is the middle class, especially the NGOs, which are
setting the ideological tone of the movement against GBV.
They look to work with big business, the capitalist politicians
and the state, not challenge their control of society and the
capitalist class structure they defend.
In #TheTotalShutdown’s ‘24 Steps to Stop Gender-Based
Violence’, demands are limited to legislative reform, improved
compliance with legislation, for greater accountability of
government departments and some improvements in social
services. There is nothing to oppose in these demands. But
they do not even touch the underlying class inequalities,
mass unemployment and poverty that breed sexist attitudes

NB: this is an edited version of an article
which appears on the MWP’s website

and violence against women. The press release for the
#SandtonShutdown protest appealed to “business to realise
their moral, ethical responsibility to the communities where
they operate” and calls on “businesses to close their doors and
join womxn” on the protest. This points the movement in the
wrong direction.
In the Marxist Workers Party we argue that the many women
and young people radicalised by the struggle against gender
oppression and GBV should rather look towards a united
movement of the working class. It is only the working class
which has the power to fundamentally transform society,
abolishing capitalism and the class inequalities that gender
oppression is rooted in. Under the leadership of the middle
class ‘shutdowns’ and ‘stay-aways’ can never be much more
than symbolic. They can only be given flesh and blood by the
powerful social position of organised workers in the economy.
Workers
In June, mineworkers at the LanXess chrome mine in
Rustenburg – members of the Numsa union – organised a strike
and occupation in protest against the sexual harassment of a
woman mineworker by her manager. This has set a shining
example for how workers can take up the issue of harassment
and violence against women. Workers have the power to force
the removal of perpetrators from the workplace.
But crucially, because of their role in the economy, workers
have the power to improve the position of women in society
more generally. Every workplace demand and struggle for
equal pay, higher pay, against gender discrimination in
promotion and job opportunities, for housing allowances,
transport allowances and longer parental leave, increases the
independence and choices available to women. Wider working
class movements on healthcare, housing, social services,
childcare and schooling do likewise. A mass working class
movement can lay the real social foundations upon which
gender equality can be built.
The struggle for women’s liberation is part of the class struggle
and needs to be re-written on the banner of the workers
movement. But workers will not limit themselves to moral
appeals to the bosses on issues of GBV any more than they do
in wage negotiations. GBV will be transformed into a class issue
that depends on organisation and struggle. This will expose
the hypocrisy of the capitalist class. In the name of defending
their profits, let the bosses refuse workers’ demands for pay
rises, increased housing allowances etc., linked to the struggle
to improve the lives of women.
The tendency in the middle class-led movement toward
encouraging separate organisation according to gender,
whilst not inappropriate in every instance, only plays into the
hands of the bosses in the class struggle by weakening the
bonds of working class unity and dissipating the strength and
striking power of workers. To workers the need for a united
working class movement will be obvious.
To prepare the way for such a working class movement the
trade unions should launch a Campaign Against Sexual
Harassment, Domestic Violence, Rape and Femicide to raise
the level of understanding on these issues amongst all trade
union members – women and men – and ensure the unity of
workers on this issue. Workplace meetings should take the
initiative and begin the discussion, passing resolutions to
create pressure in the structures and upon leaders. With the
poor record of some existing trade union leaders on gender
issues, such a campaign will help rejuvenate the leaderships
with a fresh influx of militant working class women in particular.
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A WORKERS’ PROGRAMME TO
COMBAT GENDER BASED VIOLENCE:
• For working class unity and leadership against
gender based violence! Build a class-independent
trade union Campaign Against Sexual Harassment,
Domestic Violence, Rape and Femicide. United
workers’ action to end sexual harassment in the
workplace. Build links with working class community
organisations.
• For gender equality in the pocket! Equal pay
for work of equal value. Poverty pay IS violence
against women. Struggle for a living minimum wage
of R12,500 for all workers. Nationalise non-complying
big business. If the capitalists cannot afford gender
equality, then workers cannot afford the capitalists.
Companies and businesses must open their books to
demonstrate unaffordability; in proven small business
cases, government subsidies to make up the shortfall.
• Expose and fight against the bosses’ gender
equality hypocrisy! Place on the table in every
negotiation the question of (i) employer subsidised
healthcare, (ii) longer paid parental leave, (iii)
increased housing allowances, (iv) safe employer
provided transport to and from work, and (vi) free
workplace childcare facilities.
•
Workers’
economic
planning
to
end
unemployment! Demand the working week is
reduced to 30 hours with no cuts in pay. Share out
the work with the unemployed, organised through
the democratic control of hiring and firing and the redesign of shift patterns by workers’ representatives.
• Follow the example of the LanXess workers – an
injury to one woman is an injury to all workers!
Make gender based violence a real cost to the bosses’
bottom line. Strike and walkout to picket police stations
and courts in defence of all colleagues who are made
victims of gender based violence. Organised trade
union participation in Community Policing Forums to
fight for community oversight and control of policing
and ensure all reports of GBV are taken seriously and
dealt with professionally and quickly.
• End the class foundations of gender inequality.
Nationalise under democratic working class
and community control the banks, the mines,
the commercial farms, the big factories and big
businesses. A publicly owned and democratically
planned socialist economy to meet the needs of all
and not the profits of the capitalists.
• Build the fighting unity of the working class in
a party of mass struggle. Build a socialist mass
workers party to unite the struggles of the workplaces,
the communities and the youth as a vital step toward
the creation of a mass revolutionary party to lead the
struggle for socialism.
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by Weizmann Hamilton

SA’s Economic Crisis
No Way Out for the Working Class Under Capitalism

S

outh Africa is going through its most serious economic
crisis of the democratic era. What characterises this crisis,
probably more than any other before it, is that there is no
solution on a capitalist basis. The crisis has been produced
by the very policies the capitalist class has enforced on their
executive committees – the capitalist governments worldwide,
including the ANC in SA. The scientist and socialist, Albert
Einstein, defined insanity as doing the same thing over and over
again but expecting a different result. Yet this is precisely what
capitalist governments are doing worldwide. SA is no exception.
Annual growth in GDP (gross domestic product – the total
value of goods and service produced) is the worst since
measurements began in 1946. With every sector of the
economy affected, analysts are in a competition to find the
right words to describe the extent of the crisis. One analyst
predicts that a “financial tsunami” is about to hit:
Record unemployment, stagnant economic growth,
government debt levels rocketing from 25% of GDP in 2009 to
an expected 60% by the end of this year. There are today more
people on social grants (17,3m) than those who earn a living.
The residential property market has now moved sideways
for 11 years and in real terms is down 23% when inflation is
factored in. The JSE has just had its worst 5-[year] period on
record and the rand has collapsed from R6,80 [to the dollar] in
2012 to around R15 today. South Africans are infinitely worse
off today than five and ten years ago.
The retail sector share price collapse is described as “an
apocalypse and the mining industry is feared to be entering
its “last chapter” . Construction heavyweights Group Five
and Aveng have applied for business rescue and one of the
oldest, Murray & Roberts, is exiting the sector altogether. By
September nine out of ten manufacturing sectors had shrunk.
Mall building is said to be “a bubble waiting to pop”. The worst
drought in a thousand years is affecting agriculture in three
provinces. The 127-year old Tongaat Hullett is pulling out of
sugar production. New investment into the economy fell 4.5%
in the first quarter of 2019.
The downward trend in SA’s business cycle has continued since
the end of 2013, the longest downturn since 1945. Economic
growth forecasts have been revised downwards for the ninth
year in a row. Growth in 2019 is predicted at between 0.5%
and 1% and expected to persist at these levels. The National
Planning Committee that Ramaphosa chaired calculated
that growth of 5.4% a year for ten years consecutively would
be required to eliminate extreme poverty and achieve full
employment by 2030.
By September this year, a shocking number of South Africans
were living below the food poverty line. To feed a family of
four a nutritionally complete basket of food, costs R2,327 per
month. But more than half the population live on less than
R1,230; a quarter on less than half that at R19 per day. The
child support grant of R420 per month cannot adequately
feed its 12.3 million recipients.
Despite unemployment having reached a record 10.2 million,
the jobs bloodbath continues. SAA wants to retrench 944;
PRASA’s job losses will reach 10,000 by the end of this year;
Saldanha Bay’s closure will destroy 2,000 jobs; 10,000 in

banking; the mining industry is threatening 100,000 job losses
if the carbon tax is introduced next year. It is abundantly clear
that the capitalist class and its executive committee, the ANC
government, have only one “solution”: to place the burden of
the crisis on the shoulders of the working class.
What lies at the root of the crisis?
Despite hypocritical posturing as champions of the nation’s
interests, capitalists do not invest for the good of the economy
or the people. They invest to make a profit. But low wages and
mass unemployment means the working class do not have
enough money to buy the goods they themselves produce
– this is what is meant by “demand” – consumer purchasing
power.
How did the ANC government and their capitalist masters
attempt to solve this problem? By making it easier for
consumers to put money in their pockets. They inflated
demand by deregulating the financial markets and encouraging
unsecured lending from 2007 onwards. Not only did this
policy fail, it created a new problem – indebtedness. Today
consumer debt sits at R19.2 trillion, higher than Angola’s GDP.
Annually, 72% of household income is spent on debt servicing
but still 10.2 million are in arrears.
Manufacturing’s decline means SA’s income from exports is
lower than the cost of imports creating a deficit in the current
account, undermining the Rand. To “solve” this problem the SA
Reserve Bank introduced “inflation targeting”. Its real aim was
to prop up the Rand by attracting foreign direct investment
by maintaining interest rates at a higher level than SA’s major
trading partners. The SARB has stuck stubbornly to this policy
despite interest rates having fallen to historic lows worldwide.
Addicted to this “carry trade” the policy cannot be abandoned
without these parasitic inflows drying up. This would expose
the deficit in the overall balance of payments, threatening the
Rand.
But this “hot money” in turn created another problem. These
‘investors’ do not have the slightest interest in creating jobs.
They want to make a fast buck by borrowing at low rates in
the advanced capitalist countries and investing in SA’s higher
interest rates to make an overnight profit. This is why these
portfolio flows are referred to as “hot money” – it leaves the
country as quickly as it enters. All the while manufacturing
has continued to decline. Investment in the sector has fallen
below replacement costs of worn out machinery, equipment
and plant. The combination of the resultant falling productivity
and an overpriced Rand has left the local capitalists struggling
to compete on a world market in which trade has fallen in any
case for lack of demand.
This has further severely constricted demand which makes up
60% of GDP. Without demand for their goods, the capitalists
therefore cut back on investment, hoarding their money
or taking it out of the country by legal and illegal means.
Estimates of corporate hoarding vary from R1.5 trillion to R3
trillion. Illicit capital flows are estimated to have reached R147
billon per year between 2003 and 2012. A study that Treasury
itself participated in found that the top 10% of the 2,000
foreign multinationals operating in SA account for 80% of
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NB: the online version of this article includes footnotes
giving sources for the figures used.
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the R7 billion a year
SARS loses in tax.
The overall effect
has been continued
deindustrialisation.
Manufacturing’s
contribution to GDP,
the bedrock of any
modern economy,
has declined whilst
finance’s has risen.

The combination of cuts in government spending and low
wages lies at the root of the capitalists disinterest in investing
in SA. State expenditure accounts for nearly a third of GDP.
A total of R70 billion of cuts to public sector spending have
been implemented since 2014. Wages have declined from
54% of national income in 1994 to 46% today. The capitalists
want to have their cake and eat it. They demand spending
cuts but complain about the decline in government tenders
for infrastructure projects. They demand cuts in public sector
wages and social spending but the retail bosses complain
that the slow-down in social grant increases has led to lower
demand for their goods. The capitalists and their government
resemble a starving animal feeding itself on its own entrails.
Analysts say that the lack of investment is due to a fall in
business confidence reported by the South African Chambers
of Industry to be at the lowest levels since 1985. But the
problem is not the psychology of the capitalists. It lies in the
laws of the capitalist system itself. Capitalism is based on profit
which is made through the unpaid labour of the working class.
To make a profit the capitalist must pay the worker as little
as possible. But the worker is also a consumer. To enable the
worker to buy commodities the capitalists should pay as much
as possible. The capitalists cannot do both. Under capitalism,
this contradiction is irreconcilable.
What would a rating agency downgrade mean?
Hardly a day passes without the capitalists screaming that
ratings agency Moody’s, the only one of the three that has not
downgraded SA to junk yet, is poised finally to do so. Moody’s
November decision to reduce SA’s outlook to negative is said
to be a final written warning. Ramaphosa has three months to
implement reforms they warn. If there are no credible plans
by the February 2020 budget, a downgrade to junk is said to
be a certainty.
Although there is undoubtedly an element of propaganda in
the capitalists doomsday prophesies, the working class must
be prepared for the possibility. A downgrade could trigger a
flight of capital of possibly as much as R300 billion, a collapse
of the Rand, and then a massive hike in interest rates to prop
it up. This would plunge the economy into a deep recession.
The capitalists can, and will of course, take their money and
run, as many of them are openly boasting. For the working
class a disaster would turn into a catastrophe, dragging the
middle class down into their ranks. The rate of liquidations and
bankruptcies and mass unemployment will accelerate. The
higher interest rates would ripple throughout the economy
resulting in higher prices for basic commodities, furniture, car
and house repossessions due to defaults on loan repayments.
House repossessions already stand at 10,000 a year. It would,
in other words, solve absolutely nothing economically.
At present the government borrows R850 million every working
day to finance the R57.5 billion budget deficit. A downgrade
would result in SA being kicked out of the FTSE World Bond

Index compelling the government to offer even higher rates to
borrow the money to finance the deficit. With interest on debt
already the biggest item in the budget, borrowing could climb
to R1 billion a day or more.
To pull SA back from the edge of the ‘fiscal cliff’ and prevent a
default on its debt, Ramaphosa is being urged to tighten the
noose of ‘fiscal consolidation’ around the necks of the masses.
This means cuts in government spending of R150 billion over
the next three years, and ‘structural reforms’, such as full or
partial privatisation of SOEs starting with SAA and Eskom. The
most deafening hysteria is on the public sector wage bill which
has risen to 46% of budget spending. ‘Savings’ will be achieved
by cutting at least 30,000 government and 16,000 Eskom jobs;
a freeze or cut in wages and benefits.
The “reforms” the capitalists are demanding show that they
are fully committed occupants of Einstein’s lunatic asylum.
They want a repeat, only more aggressively, of the very same
polices that have wreaked havoc with the economy and
working class living standards.
Can economic recovery be stimulated?
There is growing criticism of government policies from those
who believe the capitalist system can be managed more
rationally. Amongst the most vocal critics of SA’s neo-liberal
economic policies is Duma Gqubule who correctly argues
that SA has an aggregate demand problem calls for an end to
inflation targeting and proposes funding the SOE deficits from
the surpluses in the Government Employees Pension Fund,
UIF and SA Reserve Bank, freeing the government to increase
spending stimulating investment and jobs.
These are not new or particularly original ideas. In the major
economies, such ‘easy money’ was used share buy-backs,
boosting their prices and leading to outlandish bonuses for
these “achievements” A global depression was averted, but
not the underlying contradictions of capitalism. Economic
growth has been weak, failing to return to pre-2008 levels.
Most new jobs are precarious and low paid. Inequalities have
widened to historic levels. Demand has remained flat as has
investment.
The new IMF head, Kristalina Georgieva, warned that the
world is in a “synchronised slowdown”, with slower growth
expected across nearly 90% of the global economy. She said
central banks use of low interest rates to boost activity had led
to a build-up of corporate debt. There is a risk of a $19 trillion
default in the event of a major economic downturn and half of
the world’s top ten banks would collapse.
Way Out
Today the wealth exists to end mass unemployment and
poverty. The problem is that the commanding heights of the
economies of the world are privately owned and production
takes place for private profit. This barrier can only be
overcome by the overthrow of capitalism and the socialist
transformation of society – replacing private ownership by
social ownership and organising production for social need.
The capitalists are in a panic. Johann Rupert says the possibility
of an uprising by the masses keeps him awake at night. But
they differ not over the need for capitalism but how best to
manage it. The only force with an interest in, and the capacity
for, the socialist reconstruction of society is the working class.
But the working class must be organised for mass struggle
and armed with a socialist programme.
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by Weizmann Hamilton

Mugabe: Body Laid to Rest

as Contested Legacy Finds New Life
T

he empty seats at Robert Mugabe’s 14 September
official funeral ceremony in Harare spoke volumes. The
circumstances of Mugabe’s death symbolically captured the real
relations between this alleged hero of the liberation struggle
and the masses. He died receiving medical care in Singapore as
Zimbabwean doctors were striking for higher wages in hospitals
that cannot even fund paracetamol.
In September 2017, when Mugabe’s 37-year reign was ended,
jubilation was tempered with deep skepticism. Mugabe was,
after all, deposed by his closest collaborators. A thinly-veiled
dictatorship had been put to an end by an equally thinly-veiled
coup. As Izwi La Basebenzi pointed out at the time, Mugabe
had gone, but his regime remained in power. Emmerson
Mnangagwa’s government has been a continuation of
Mugabe’s.
Mnangagwa used Mugabe’s death in a desperate attempt to
restore the regime’s political authority by eulogizing his hated
predecessor as a “son of the soil”, who for all his sins, liberated
Zimbabwe. In a desperate attempt to shore up his own rapidly
eroding domestic credibility Cyril Ramaphosa joined the choir
of praise singers. He delivered his eulogy as xenophobia was
sweeping across SA and was roundly and deservedly booed.
Going much further, former SA president Thabo Mbeki hailed
Mugabe as a “great patriot, a defender of Africa’s independence
[and] interests.” He went on to claim that Mugabe had delayed
land reform to ensure the ANC’s 1980s “talks about talks”
would conclude in successful negotiations with the apartheid
regime. This was an unintentional confession of Zanu (PF)’s
and the ANC’s collaboration in the betrayal of the liberation
struggle in both countries in the interests of the aspirant black
capitalist class whom they represented.
Liberation and Mugabe’s Role
The real heroes of the Zimbabwean liberation struggle – the
chimurenga – which took up arms in 1965, are the 30,000 who
sacrificed their lives. But heroic as the armed struggle was, it
proved incapable of toppling the white minority regime. The
repercussions of the 1974 revolution in Portugal in its colonial
possessions, that one year later led to the coming to power of
the MPLA in Angola and Frelimo in Mozambique, was decisive
in changing the balance of forces in Southern Africa. The thenRhodesian Smith regime, now seen as a threat to imperialist
interests, was treated as small change and forced to agree to
a negotiated settlement.
And where was Mugabe during this time? Journalist Basildon
Peta reports: “Admirers of the ‘liberation icon’ may also want
to know that [Mugabe’s] role in the liberation struggle was
grossly exaggerated. Yes, he did spend about nine years
jailed by Smith, a period during which many perished on the
struggle front but he got time to improve his education. Upon
his release in 1974 he crossed into Mozambique but remained
aloof from the actual war front... Mugabe’s former right hand
man, Edgar Tekere, used to tell how, until he took the oath of
office in 1980, Mugabe had ‘never fired a gun. Nor could he
wear a military uniform properly’.”

Thabo Mbeki and Robert Mugabe Together

The capitalists soon realised that Mugabe’s socialism was
just talk. In their book Zimbabwe’s Plunge Patrick Bond and
Masimba Manyanya quote a leading US banker as saying: “The
management of the more sophisticated large companies…
seem to be impressed by and satisfied with Mugabe’s
management and the increased level of understanding in
government of commercial considerations… I felt it is a political
pattern that Mugabe gives radical, anti-business speeches
before government makes major pro-business decisions or
announcements.”
Zanu never stood for the socialist transformation of society nor
took any steps to take control of the commanding heights of
the economy. Their “socialism” was mere rhetoric, calculated,
in Bonapartist fashion, to lean on the Zanu rank-and-file and
the working class, alternating with repression driven by fear
of this independent force outside their control – a potential
spanner in the works for a capitalist negotiated settlement.
Mugabe’s Role After Liberation
As the Marxist Workers Tendency (predecessors of the
Marxist Workers Party) warned a year after the Zanu-Zapu
government’s landslide victory in the independence elections,
“No government can both defend the interests of the
capitalists and carry out the demands of the people. That is
why the Zanu-Zapu government has been unable, despite its
enormous popular support, to solve the land question, to end
starvation wages, to provide jobs for the unemployed, or even
to abolish white privilege.”
The Lancaster House agreement which led to independence
in 1980, provided for honouring the white minority regime’s
foreign debt. More importantly capitalist property, including
the two thirds of the economy under foreign control, was
protected from nationalisation. This included, critically, land –
the central question in the chimurenga.
Enthused by the Zanu-Zapu government’s victory, after the
elections the working class embarked on the biggest strike
wave since the end of World War I, regarding their action
as strengthening the government’s hand. Their ‘liberators’

NB: this is an edited version of a longer article
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regarded their action with hostility. Some reforms were
introduced in health, education and a new minimum wage
and the economy experienced a brief boom from 1982-84.
But under the harsh austerity regime living standards
stagnated and mass unemployment rose. The anger of the
masses resulted in frustrated peasants occupying vacant land
and workers striking. Threatened by these developments,
the Mugabe government denounced the occupations and
tightened labour laws to deal with strikes, with many union
militants either dismissed or arrested.
In a consciously tribal campaign, Mugabe lashed out at coalition
partner Zapu, blaming them for the government’s failures.
Mugabe deployed the army – which, alongside the Rhodesian
intelligence services had been taken over at independence
with only cosmetic changes – to Matabeleland in January 1983
to crush Zapu’s support base amongst the minority Ndebele.
The Gukurahundi escalated to the barbaric ethnic cleansing of
at least 20,000 Ndebele people.
The ANC and Zanu
The ANC has for years propagated the falsehood that it
fought in the trenches alongside Zanu. The truth is somewhat
different. Despite some joint operations along the Zim-SA
border, following the 1979/80 ceasefire, Mugabe forced MK
back to Zambia. Documents declassified in Tshwane and
London recently show that Mugabe sent Mnangagwa to
negotiate ‘peaceful coexistence’ and trade relations with the
apartheid regime.
The Lancaster House Agreement was, in hindsight, a dress
rehearsal for the Convention for a Democratic South Africa
where SA’s negotiated settlement was concluded. For this
Mugabe was to be rewarded with an honorary knighthood;
Mandela with the Nobel Peace prize.
But in the final analysis the Lancaster House agreement
was a mere piece of paper. It could have been torn up by
the mobilisation of the masses on a programme for the
nationalisation of the commanding heights of the economy
under workers control and management – industry in the
cities and the commercial farms in the countryside, which,
if led by the 350,000-strong black farm workers, could have
combined the collectivisation of the big commercial farms
with a programme of land re-distribution for small famers.
Land Reform
In an attempt to control a growing movement taking direct
action and occupying white-owned farms, Mugabe’s socalled “fast track” land programme in 2000 was not part of
a comprehensive strategy to change the ownership of the
commanding heights of the economy. Rather, the strategic
calculation of Mugabe’s farm expropriations was to regain
in the countryside Zanu (PF)’s dramatic loss of support in the
cities. At the same time Mugabe wanted to strengthen his hold
over an increasingly fractured Zanu (PF) through largesse – by
distributing some of the best land to the party elite.
The limits of the capitalist straightjacket Mugabe’s land reform
is trapped in is being more and more revealed. The Zimbabwe
Independent (02/08/2019) reports that tobacco farming, the
mainstay of the agricultural economy, is now dominated by
small scale farmers and rural households. Yields per hectare
have trebled. Such has been the turn-around in tobacco
production that the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe (RBZ) has
used tobacco output as collateral in securing loans from the
Pan African Bank.
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But the improvements in the tobacco industry are now
coming up against the contradictions of the government’s
land expropriation policy. There was no parallel expropriation
of industrial commercial and financial capital which remains
firmly in the hands of the capitalist class and foreign SAdominated multinationals. The gains of these small farmers
are already under threat from an economy in deep crisis.
Likewise, big business simply brushed aside Mugabe’s feeble
attempts at “indigenization” – Zimbabwe’s equivalent of SA’s
failed “black economic empowerment” policies.
Collaboration
Throughout these developments the ANC remained steadfast
in its support for Mugabe and the Zanu (PF) regime. When a
massive strike wave in the 1990s culminated in the formation
of the Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) out of the
trade union movement, the ANC’s support intensified. Fearing
that the working class in SA would be inspired to pressure the
leadership of Cosatu to break from the class collaborationist
Tripartite Alliance, the ANC echoed Mugabe’s denunciations of
the MDC as puppets of the West.
Unfortunately the MDC, captured by big business from birth,
answered Mugabe’s capitalist policies with their own. Despite
this they won 57 of the 120 seats in parliament in the 2000
elections. In the 2002 presidential elections, the Mugabe
regime, determined to hold onto power, engaged in open
vote-rigging and intimidation. The army generals declared
they would not recognise an MDC administration.
So brazen was the manipulation, then SA president Mbeki
was compelled to appoint a commission of inquiry. Its report
contradicted the SADC election observers that the election
had been “free and fair”. Mbeki suppressed the report, as did
Zuma, until forced to publish it through a court order.
Not even Mugabe’s 2005 Operation Murambatsvina – the
clearance of squatters and informal traders from Harare’s
streets, in revenge on urban dwellers for turning against
Zanu (PF) – forced a change in ANC policy. Mbeki sparked
outrage by insisting there was no crisis as intimidation and
violence reached new levels in the 2008 elections whilst
allowing Chinese arms shipments bound for Zimbabwe to be
transported across South Africa.
The ANC government has played a critical role in propping up
Mugabe, enabling him, his family and his inner circle to steal
billions, defy election results, curtail free speech and have
opponents arrested, tortured or disappeared.
Mass Workers Party
Under Mnangagwa there has been no respite for the masses.
Already in recession, the economy is likely to contract by at
least 5.2% in the current fiscal year. Unemployment stands
at 95%, inflation at 558% and the cost of basic services are
up by 400%. Zimbabweans are beginning to hoard basic
commodities as prices go up on an hourly basis with the
recently re-introduced Zimbabwean Dollar falling against the
US Dollar. 4.1 million people (42% of the rural population)
were food insecure in January to March 2017.
Unfortunately the MDC has broken into rival pro-capitalist
factions, none offering any way forward. Workers and young
people must take the lead in building a socialist mass party
uniting workers, small farmers and the poor.
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by Tony Saunois

Chile: Revolt Continues
A

sea of Chilean workers, youth, students and others flooded
onto the streets of central Santiago, on Friday 25 October.
It was the largest demonstration in Chilean history. Up to two
million demanded the end of Sabastian Piñera’s government
and the convening of a Constituent Assembly. This monster of
a march followed two days of mass protests and strikes. This
revolt is taking place in the face of the deployment of the army
onto the streets and brutal repression not seen since the dark
era of the Pinochet dictatorship. At least fifteen people have
died at the hands of the state forces, thousands have been
arrested and more have been brutally beaten and injured.
In the face of this mass revolt by the population, Piñera has
been compelled to offer concessions, asked for the resignation
of his cabinet and he lifted a curfew. He pathetically apologised
to the Chilean people. In an act of gross hypocrisy, Piñera said
how “happy” he was at the enormous protest held last Friday
because it was “peaceful”. “We have learned and we have
changed,” he declared, before scurrying from the lectern from
which he delivered his speech back into the sanctuary of the
La Moneda Presidential Palace.
Appetite comes with eating. None of the concessions, so far,
made by Piñera are enough to satisfy the Chilean masses who
want him, his government and the ruling elite he represents,
all gone. The changes to his cabinet amounted to five being
removed and three reassigned to other ministries. His
government now lacks any credibility or authority. Piñera now
has an approval rating of 14% – the lowest of any president
since the military regime. Reflecting the collapse of credibility
of the government, the Mapuche people have declared
that they no longer recognise it and will establish their own
government in their territories. They declared their support
for a constituent assembly, involving Mapuches and nonMapuches.
The government currently floats like a dead corpse on the
sea of the population. However, despite the mass explosion
of rage which has taken place, the state and the ruling class
remain in power.
Neo-liberal Experiment
This social revolt in Chile has not dropped from the sky. It
began with a tremendous protest of the young against a thirty
peso increase in the price of a metro ticket. Yet this is also a
revolt against more than thirty years of vicious, anti-working
class neo-liberal policies, applied to Chile. Chile was the birth
place of neo-liberal policies following the military coup in 1973.
Since the end of the dictatorship in 1989, the neo-liberal
politics of Pinochet’s junta (1973-89) have been continued
by all governments. Attack after attack has been piled onto
the backs of the Chilean working class. It has resulted in
an ever growing gap and inequalities between the rich and
the poor. Yet a relatively high growth rate in the economy
resulted in Chile being regarded as one of the most stable of
Latin American countries. Two weeks before the outbreak of
the social revolt, Piñera was still boasting that Chile was an
“oasis” compared to the rest of Latin America. Now Chile has
been catapulted into the front line of the struggles which are
rocking the entire continent, with revolutionary movements
and upheavals leaping from one country to the next.
The triumphalism of the right following the electoral triumph

of right-populist regimes, like Bolsanaro in Brazil or Macri in
Argentina, has been shattered by a series of social revolts
against them. As the CWI pointed out, the victory of the rightwing populist parties was not based on solid support for
the neo-liberal programmes they defended. It was more a
protest vote against the failure of the “centre left” and “left”
governments which failed to abolish capitalism.
Initially, Piñera imagined that he could cower the movement
by the use of the mailed fist. Proclaiming the country was “at
war”, his regime resorted to brutal repression not seen since
the Pinochet dictatorship. Imposing a state of emergency, a
night time curfew, and deploying the army, he let the dogs off
the leash, once again. The general in charge of Santiago under
the state of emergency is none other than the nephew of Raul
Iturriaga Neuman, the deputy chief of the DINA, Pinochet’s
dreaded secret police. Neuman ran a secret detention centre
known as “the discotheque” because of the loud music played
there to hide the screams of those being sexually abused and
tortured. Today, human rights’ organisations have found clear
evidence of a secret torture centre used during the recent
protests, hidden in the tunnels at Baquedano metro station.
Yet such brutal repression has failed to intimidate the
movement. It enraged the masses who took to the streets
in greater numbers. Piñera and his government have been
forced into a humiliating retreat, lifting the state of emergency
and the curfew. However, they are not yet driven from power,
and capitalism still remains.
In reality, following the “transition” to “democracy” most of
the trappings of the former dictatorship were left in-tact.
The state machine is riddled with supporters of the former
regime. Labour laws, decrees issued by Piñera to declare the
state of emergency, and more, are inherited from Pinochet’s
dictatorship. Add to this a totally undemocratic election
system then the “democratic transition” amounted to a thin
veneer of parliamentary democracy.
Revolutionary Constituent Assembly
The explosion of anger, although triggered by the increase
in the price of metro tickets, is directed against every aspect
of the state and the neo-liberal policies. For this reason, the
demand for a constituent assembly to “restructure society”
has won mass support. This demand is as a means of achieving
democratic rights and ending the abusive exploitation of
workers and their families. To achieve this, a revolutionary
constituent assembly is needed. No trust can be placed in
Piñera or any capitalist government to convene a democratic
constituent assembly. Democratically elected committees
in all workplaces and districts, linked up on a citywide and
national basis, is the way to ensure a genuinely democratic
revolutionary constituent assembly is convened.
This movement is an outpouring of class rage and demand
for change. It has engulfed not only the working class but
swathes of the middle class and the youth. Santiago’s classical
symphony orchestra is performing songs by Victo Jara, the
celebrated Chilean singer, who was murdered by the Pinochet
dictatorship. Dockers and copper miners have joined workers
on strike. Significantly the dock workers’ union has also
demanded the nationalisation of the copper industry.
Despite the brutal repression, the broad sweep of the
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movement and the issues
involved has begun to have an
effect on sections of the state
machine. A split is beginning
to open up. The army, with
rank-and-file soldiers drawn
overwhelmingly
from
the
working class, has especially
been
affected.
Numerous
incidents of soldiers joining
protestors or refusing to carry
out repression have taken
place. In Iquique, in the far
north, protestors march on
the local barracks and the
army simply withdrew. Fear
of this developing further
was probably one factor
which resulted in the state of
emergency and curfew being
lifted.

Protests in Santiago – Photo Taken by CWI Members Active on the Ground

This
massive
movement has been a spontaneous
uprising and display of anger. It has not been initiated or led by
any party or social organisation, at this stage. The betrayal of
the Chilean workers and masses by all of the political parties,
which have defended the existing system, understandably is
reflected in a deep suspicion and even hostility to the idea of
a political party and organisation.

Present on the demonstrations are some features from
the Popular Unity (UP) revolution and counter revolution of
1970-73. Aspects of this powerful revolutionary tradition still
resonate with a layer of the younger generation. The singing
of songs by Victor Jara and chants from the UP-era, reflect the
beginning of a reawakening of this tradition. Most powerful,
however, is the tradition of struggle by the youth against the
dictatorship.

Betrayal of Socialist Party

Social organisations, like the Unidad Social (a coalition of
some trade unions, the pensioners’ movement, dock workers,
teachers, some copper workers’ unions and other unions,
student federations and social movements in the local areas)
have tried to take the lead. It was this organisation which called
the forty-eight hour general strike on 22 and 23 of October.
It has called another general strike on 30 October. It also
demands the resignation of Piñera and supports a constituent
assembly to deal with the social demands of the people.

The Socialist Party today, is unrecognisable as the party
of Salvador Allende. It has embraced capitalism and neoliberalism and some sections of the leadership were recently
implicated in drug trafficking. In recent years, the Communist
Party (CP) acted as a break on the movement of the working
class. The trade union federation, CUT, failed to lead any
serious struggle of the working class and lost authority in the
eyes of most Chilean workers.
The failure of these or other parties to lead this tremendous
social movement are also one side of its strength. A similar
process took place in Barcelona, in 1936, in the struggle
against Franco’s fascist forces. The working class did not wait
for its “leaders” to act before storming the military barracks
and unleashing a revolutionary movement. The SP and CP in
Chile, today, with their current policies and programme would
act undoubtedly as a break and try to derail the movement.
Without them the movement of the masses has already gone
much further than they would have allowed. It may yet go
further.
At the same time, the absence of a mass party of the working
class with a revolutionary socialist programme to take the
movement forward is also the weakness of this movement. For
it is urgent that this movement is channelled as a revolutionary
movement to bring down Piñera and the Chilean ruling class,
to establish a government of the working class and poor, with
a socialist programme to break with capitalism.
The ruling class is attempting now to seduce the movement
with appeals to negotiate a solution to the grievances of the
Chilean people. Some of the traditional parties and social
organisations may try and use this to pacify the movement
and apply the brakes. There can be no trust in Piñera and his
class! Such a route is towards betrayal of the demands and
aspiration of the masses who have heroically taken to the
streets and defied the government.

To take this struggle forward, it is now urgent that the mass
explosion of protest is organised to finish off Piñera and end
the rule of the ruling class.

A REVOLUTIONARY SOCIALIST PROGRAMME
AND ORGANISATION IS URGENTLY NEEDED.
SUCH A PROGRAMME NEEDS TO INCLUDE THE
FOLLOWING DEMANDS:
• Out with Piñera! For a general strike!
• Release all those arrested on the protests
• Release all soldiers imprisoned for refusing to repress the
protests
• For popular tribunals of the workers and people to put on
trial all those responsible for repression and torture
• Appeal to the ranks of the army to support the movement.
Trade union rights for the soldiers
• Disband the special riot police units
• Build democratic committees of struggle and defence, in
all communities and workplaces, linked up on a citywide,
regional and national basis
• For the convening of a revolutionary constituent assembly
• For a government of the workers’ and the poor, with a
democratic socialist programme to end capitalism
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MWP statement

The Founding of the

Marxist Workers Party

and the Split in the CWI and WASP

O

n 6 September we founded the Marxist Workers Party out
of a split in the Workers and Socialist Party (WASP) and the
Committee for a Workers International (CWI) to which it was
affiliated. This happened after ten months of political struggle
within the CWI and its 35+ national affiliates over the ideas and
methods needed to build a revolutionary party in the today’s
world capitalist crisis. Unfortunately, in the course of the debate,
fundamental political differences were confirmed, making it
impossible for the CWI to continue as a single organisation.
World Situation
The political differences that developed reflected certain
complications in the world situation. The capitalist system has
been in a profound crisis since the 2007/8 financial collapse
and the 2009 world recession which followed in its wake. But,
whilst there have been explosions of anger, mass struggles,
and even revolutions worldwide, the working class has not
yet consciously placed itself at the head of such movements,
organised in mass working class parties conscious of the need
to take power, overthrow capitalism and build socialism.
In South Africa, the splitting of Cosatu and the resulting
realignment of the trade union movement which has seen the
founding of Saftu has been of enormous significance. But the
creation of a new mass workers party in South Africa, which
would represent an enormous step forward by generalising
the economic struggle onto the political plane, has remained
elusive. Even amongst the more active layers of the working
class in the trade unions, there is still a lack of ideological
clarity which limits the forward march of the movement.
In the absence of an ideologically clear working class
movement, the middle class can ‘set the tone’ of the
opposition to capitalism in crisis. But despite its pretensions,
the middle class is incapable of an independent political
position. Ultimately, they will defend the capitalist status quo
(however much they may cry about its failings and condemn
its ‘excesses’) if the working class does not offer a decisive
lead in the struggle for a socialist alternative. Unfortunately,
instead of standing firm, some in the CWI succumbed to the
pressure to make political and ideological retreats. Marxists
have a name for this: opportunism.
Opportunism
Identity politics was a central feature of the struggle.
Originating in the universities of the United States, identity
politics reflects the individualism and atomisation of the
middle class. These ideas emphasise, and in doing so try to
harden, divisions based on race, gender and sexuality. At
the same time, as is characteristic of middle class ideologies,
identity politics glosses over society’s class contradictions.
With South Africa’s history of racism, tribalism, and the
current crisis levels of violence against women, it is absolutely
crucial that the struggle against all forms of oppression

is rooted in the maximum unity of the working class. The
common experience of united struggle is the most effective
way to change unacceptable attitudes and behaviours. But
more, building a mass class based movement is necessary to
transform the social conditions which give rise to prejudice
and oppression in the first place, rooted as they are in the
class inequalities of capitalism. Revolutionaries have always
fought for maximum working class unity and stood against
tendencies towards separatism.
Some CWI affiliates adaptation to identity politics was part
of a broader retreat from a cornerstone of genuine Marxism
– the use of a transitional programme that seeks to connect
immediate struggles to the need for the working class to
take power and build socialism. For example, the Irish CWI
affiliate, with three MPs and over a dozen councillors, failed
to even raise a socialist programme during Ireland’s 2018
abortion referendum or the 2016 Irish general election. The
most ‘radical’ demand raised was for greater taxation on the
rich, with the question of which class owns and controls the
economy ignored.
Workers in South Africa, with experience of the ANC, SACP and
Cosatu leaderships know very well the phenomenon of forces
that swear allegiance to revolutionary ideas at Workers Day
rallies whilst failing to fight for them in practice.
Another area of political retreat was on the question of the
trade unions with both the Irish and Greek affiliates dropping
the work of building a base for Marxist ideas in the trade
unions. The existence of conservative bureaucracies in many
unions was given as an excuse. But this is not a new problem.
This reflected a weakening of the place given to the organised
working class in the socialist revolution in the perspective of
these affiliates.
To struggle against this political and ideological retreat, an
international faction was formed in November 2018 at the
CWI’s International Executive Committee meeting. The faction
was determined to ensure that an organised debate on these
fundamental issues took place and to defend the principled
Marxist programme of the CWI. The comrades who founded
the Marxist Workers Party were the supporters of this faction
in South Africa.
Marxism and Unity
It was not automatic that these serious differences would lead
to a split. That depended on the course of the debate which
would reveal the possibilities for rebuilding principled unity.
On the Marxist approach to unity, Trotsky once said that “…
the instinctive urge to unity is quite often an urge peculiar to the
masses; but a conscious striving for unity on a revolutionary basis
is peculiar to the vanguard of the proletariat…” For the mass of
the working class the unity of the greatest number in action
is always a decisive question in the struggle with the bosses –
numbers pressure the bosses; numbers win strikes.
But in a revolutionary party, unity is first and foremost a
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political question – a question of unity around a clearly
defined revolutionary programme. This flows from the
Marxist understanding of the class struggle which is fought
out regardless of the presence of conscious revolutionaries
– it is not the task of revolutionaries to create revolutions but
rather to prepare for them. Central to this is building a cadre
within the working class, which, as revolutionary situations
mature out of the contradictions in class society, is prepared
to lead the mass of the working class in the struggle for power.

But this approach does not stop us striving for the maximum
unity of the working class in struggle. In South Africa, as
elsewhere, the forces of the CWI have been the foremost
champions of broad working class unity. We have been
tireless campaigners for mass workers parties able to unite
the struggles of the class, including bringing together the
different left, socialist and revolutionary political groups. But
we refuse to surrender our own organisation, whose borders
defend the foundations of the revolutionary programme we
believe the working class must be armed with in order to
transform society.
The Debate
Refusing to form a faction themselves, the opposition to the
faction took the classic form of an unprincipled bloc, united, not
by openly declared political positions, but the organisational
objective of dominating the leadership. If they had succeeded,
the political foundations of the CWI would have been shifted
in a rightward and opportunist direction.
Eventually the opposition admitted the depth of the political
differences. In a document produced some five months into
the debate they said:
Differences have arisen over the issue of how to work in
the trade unions; in relation to the women’s movement
and erroneous claims that some sections have made
concessions to identity politics; the national question
and the united front; in relation to new movements like
the youth movement against environment change and
the way such movements should orient to the working
class; and over the issue of the transitional programme
and method. It also seems that there are differences
over the issue of consciousness, though the faction
has not clearly stated this. And there are certainly
differences in the way the work of the sections was
approached by the [international leadership]...
But incredibly the opposition insisted that these differences
were “not evolving around fundamental Marxist positions and
principles”. But for any serious revolutionary, this list sums-up
the entire tool-kit for how we intervene in the class struggle
and position ourselves in the workers movement.
With the unfolding of the struggle in effect creating two
organisations in one, an international faction conference
in July took the decision to re-found the CWI on its original
programme and principles and to continue the struggle to
build a world party of socialist revolution.

The Split in WASP
Unfortunately, support for the opportunist international
opposition belatedly crystallised in WASP, recreating the
polarised situation that existed internationally within the South
African affiliate. WASP was no less immune to opportunist
pressures than any other CWI affiliate.
In June a three day WASP Special National Committee was
organised to take a position on the struggle in the CWI. The
faction won the debate and the vote decisively. This sent
supporters of the international opposition into a panic. After
the meeting, they cobbled-together a so-called ‘Caucus’ on an
unprincipled basis to undermine the decision and place WASP
under the leadership of the international opposition. By in
effect creating parallel party structures, the Caucus instantly
split WASP – not a single structure functioned thereafter.
The Caucus claimed to have a majority in WASP. But even if
true, a majority built on such politically dishonest methods
would be hollow as well as politically meaningless – being
in a majority is not a judgement on the correctness of your
politics. We decided we would waste no more time on this
unprincipled opposition.
Forward!
We have full confidence in our programme and have no
concerns about ‘starting afresh’. Indeed, we are eager to draw
the lessons of this split and return to the task of winning the
working class to genuine Marxism. A revolutionary orientation
must start with a correct international perspective. In the refounded CWI we have that.
The Marxist Workers Party will be the fifth incarnation of the
CWI in South Africa. The founding affiliate, the Marxist Workers
Tendency of the ANC, existed from the 1970s up until 1996.
Following the adoption of the neo-liberal GEAR programme by
the ANC government, we formed an open and independent
organisation which was briefly called Socialist Alternative,
before becoming the Democratic Socialist Movement, a name
that was wound-up only in 2015 in favour of WASP. Our new
name reconnects with our founding traditions.
Notwithstanding the complications of the current conjuncture
of the class struggle, the world is full of revolutionary
opportunities. The Marxist Workers Party will build a powerful
base in South Africa for the ideas of Marxism as part of the
struggle for the world socialist revolution – JOIN US!
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Especially when the basic task remains the assembly of
the initial cadre, a revolutionary party’s success will not be
determined by its ideological diversity but its ideological clarity
– its “granite hardness” in the phrase of Trotsky. Unfortunately,
vastly more revolutions have been defeated than won, and
vastly more revolutionary opportunities lost than seized,
because so-called revolutionary parties compromised for
short term gain in more difficult periods. Splits, fusions and
other realignments are an unavoidable part of the process of
preparing a revolutionary cadre and a revolutionary party.
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